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Introduction
from our Chair,
Richard Findlay
I was delighted to take on the Chairmanship of
Creative Scotland in January 2015 and would
like to thank Sir Sandy Crombie for his wise
stewardship since 2010.
I have been struck by the vitality and drive of
Scotland’s artists and cultural organisations,
and the contribution to our society that they
make. I firmly hold the view that the arts and
creativity generally are not ‘additional’, they
are fundamental. They are the glue that holds
life together, that, for some of us, makes life
bearable and, for most of us, makes life better.
The journey since the Scottish Arts Council
and Scottish Screen joined together has not
always been easy but the appointment of
Janet Archer as Chief Executive in 2013 set the
beginning of a new era with a clear sense of
purpose and a re-organised team. This led to
the publication of our 10-year plan Unlocking
Potential, Embracing Ambition which I fully
endorse and look forward to seeing unfold.
We know from independent research that 89%
of us living in Scotland believe that we are a
creative nation. 67% say that creativity is an
important part of their lives and an impressive
88% agree that public funding of the arts is a
good thing. The Board of Creative Scotland
has welcomed the Scottish Government’s
continued recognition of the value of culture,
screen and the wider creative industries. The
maintenance of the culture budget in 2015/16
is something we are all grateful for; however,
we will, of course, continue to make the case
for ongoing public and private sector support
at a local, national and international level. As a
nation our potential is enormous.
I am pleased that we have been able to
publish significant figures that mark our
progress over the last year. In 2014/15 the
organisations receiving regular and annual
funding attracted attendances of 5.7 million.
In total they delivered nearly 95,000 public
events including performances, exhibitions
and screenings. Regular and annually funded
organisations also provided over 10,000
full-time equivalent employment opportunities
and through their outreach work provided

1.66 million opportunities for participation in
education and training activities.
Creativity is also a vital part of Scotland’s
economy. More than 71,000 people work in
creative fields, contributing to some 14,000
creative organisations and businesses. The
Arts and Creative Industries combined deliver
a staggering £5.75bn annual turnover in terms
of economic value to the country.
Some 60% of our funding comes from our
Government with the balance mainly from the
UK National Lottery. We generate added value
through strong partnership working with many
other public sector bodies, Local Authorities,
and trusts and foundations. All in all, a huge
amount is achieved with that budget for
the people of Scotland. The staff and Board
members, as guardians of this public money,
take their respective roles extremely seriously
and I would like to thank them all for their
diligence, dedication and sheer hard work,
over the last twelve months. In particular
Janet Archer, our Chief Executive, has done a
sterling job re-focussing the organisation and
making it more sensitive to the needs of the
community we all serve.
I would also like to thank our Cabinet Secretary
for Culture, Europe and External Affairs,
Fiona Hyslop MSP, for her support, vision and
enthusiasm. It is something that I know is
much appreciated throughout the sector.
I have not the slightest doubt that, given the
extraordinary talents that we have across
Scotland, we can and will continue to unlock
potential and allow people to embrace their
ambitions.
Richard Findlay CBE
Chair of the Creative Scotland Board
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Introduction
from our
Chief Executive,
Janet Archer
This report is our first Annual Review of
Performance and refers to the financial year
2014/15.
It explains our ongoing organisational
development work to strengthen our support
for the arts, screen and creative industries, and
illustrates and accounts for the wide range of
work delivered by artists, creative practitioners
and organisations across Scotland supported
by our funding.
It draws on data provided by the organisations
and projects that we fund and provides
headline analysis which we hope will be
useful to everyone working in the cultural and
creative industries sectors.
Overall it offers a highly positive story of
Scotland’s achievements and underlines
how important the arts, screen and creative
industries are to Scotland’s overall success as
a nation. This becomes even more pronounced
when added to work carried out by Local
Authorities, the National Companies and
Collections, other public bodies and the
voluntary and private sectors.
It is the first time that Creative Scotland has
produced an Annual Review of this kind. We
will from now on produce a report every year,
and draw on the lessons learned from each to
strengthen our role as an accountable public
body.
In April 2014 we published our 10-year plan,
Unlocking Potential, Embracing Ambition. The
publication of the plan followed a rewarding
and extensive period of open consultation,
conversation and dialogue. Over 1000 people
contributed to the final, shared plan through
open sessions, online consultation and an
external reference group. I am very grateful
for the time and the thinking that everyone
contributed to this work and the ongoing
commitment to two-way dialogue as we
continue to shape the organisation and its
work.

One outcome of this dialogue was the
introduction of a new, simplified approach
to funding with three routes – regular, open
and targeted – each backed up by clearer
processes for applicants, and a continued
commitment to simple language, clear
guidance and better feedback.
Every year we also produce an Annual Plan,
published on our website, which sets out our
budgets and priority areas of work for the year
and how we will measure successful delivery of
this work. We are required to do this as part of
our Framework Agreement with the Scottish
Government. In our Annual Plan we commit to
reporting against our performance each year.
In 2014/15 we appointed our first Director
of Screen, Natalie Usher and published our
Film Strategy, On Screen, setting out our
ambition to generate the conditions necessary
to position the film sector at the heart of
Scotland’s economic and cultural life. The
strategy details the series of steps being taken
alongside others to support and encourage a
vibrant, culturally diverse and commerciallycompetitive screen sector.
We also refreshed our film funding guidance,
including upping the cap for our investment
in feature film and documentary production,
and in February 2015, £3m of new funding
was announced to increase support for film
production and skills development. Scottish
Production Spend figures reached an all-time
high at over £40m demonstrating the fast
growing appetite from major film and highend TV makers to use Scotland as a backdrop
for their productions.
We also began drafting the Creative Industries
Strategy, working with Scotland’s Creative
Industries Partnership (SCIP), and Arts
Strategy drawing on sector specific reviews
of theatre, literature, dance, visual art and
music. These strategies inform the work of
our new Creative Scotland team structures,
designed to ensure that the discrete needs of
individual sectors are properly addressed.
We made a three-year commitment to 119
Regularly Funded Organisations (RFOs)
in October 2014 after an open call for
applications for funding from April 2015. In
total 264 applications were received, asking
in total for £212m. We committed 83% of our
non ring-fenced 2015/16 Grant in Aid budget
from the Scottish Government to these RFOs.
In addition we committed £5.8m from the UK
National Lottery to this budget.
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Creative Scotland also committed over £10m
of UK National Lottery funding to largescale capital projects across Scotland in
2014/15. This was set against our 2010 Board
Commitment to provide £30m to large-scale
capital projects.

hard work across the year. I continue to be
impressed by the knowledge, commitment and
positive energy across this highly motivated
team, working at times in very challenging
circumstances because of increasing pressures
on the public purse.

Project and Targeted funding supported
1,193 projects across art forms and creative
disciplines, connecting with a wide range of
communities across Scotland. I was particularly
pleased to be able to support 80 artists to
research and develop their work through the
Artists’ Bursaries Programme. The body of
work emerging out of this funding route is
significant and we will continue to support
individual artists and creative practitioners
through Open Project Funding.

In 2014/15 we welcomed Richard Findlay as
our new Chair, following his roles as Chair
of the National Theatre of Scotland and
STV. I’d like to thank Sir Sandy Crombie,
Richard’s predecessor, for his support and
encouragement during his time as Chair which
concluded in January 2015.

2014 was a unique year in that Scotland hosted
its most ambitious ever programme of cultural
activity to celebrate the XX Commonwealth
Games in Glasgow. This saw partnerships
developed with departments across Scottish
Government including Legacy, the Glasgow
2014 Organising Committee, Glasgow Life,
other UK National Lottery distributors,
EventScotland, and the National Galleries of
Scotland. The resulting Cultural Programme
engaged audiences of more than 2.1 million.
It was also a special year in that it saw the
commencement of delivery of Time to Shine,
Scotland’s National Youth Arts Strategy. Nine
Youth Arts Hubs were funded to provide local
youth arts opportunities. We also launched
TTS.Digital to widen access to youth arts
in the virtual world more proactively. Other
youth focused programmes of work include
the Youth Music Initiative, our support for
Sistema Scotland, now operating in Govan,
Raploch and Torry, and Cashback for
Creativity, reinvesting the proceeds of crime
in arts activities and training for young people
throughout Scotland.
Scottish Government support for the arts,
screen and creative industries continued to
be strong. I’d like to thank the Government
and the Cabinet Secretary for Culture, Europe
and External Affairs for this support which is
not only significant but both recognised and
welcome. I’d also like to thank all staff, Senior
Leadership Team and the Board for all their

Overall progress has been made against 22
of the 24 measures included in this report.
I am committed to working in partnership
with as many other people as possible
across the public, private and voluntary
sector to continue to unlock opportunity and
resources to support Scotland’s artistic and
creative talent. Alongside this drive we will
continuously seek to improve the way that we
operate, listen and respond to the feedback we
receive from the people and organisations that
we are here to support.
I hope you enjoy reading the material provided
as part of this report. If you have any questions
please let us know and we will do our best to
respond to them.
Janet Archer
Chief Executive

‘We want a Scotland where
everyone actively values and
celebrates arts and creativity
as the heartbeat for our
lives and the world in which
we live; which continually
extends its imagination
and ways of doing things;
and where the arts screen
and creative industries are
confident, connected and
thriving.’
Unlocking Potential, Embracing Ambition:
Creative Scotland 10-Year Plan 2014-2024
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Understanding
our Performance
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Creative Scotland’s role as a development
agency is to be an intelligent funder of the
arts, screen and creative industries, to be a
national and international advocate on their
behalf and to positively influence attitudes,
behaviours and policies.
Our work is based on a set of ambitions and
priorities that provide a focus for our work and
reflects what we want to achieve. We have
five shared ambitions for the arts, screen and
creative industries over the next ten years:

Excellence and
experimentation across
the arts, screen and creative
industries is recognised and
valued
Everyone can access and
enjoy artistic and creative
experiences
Places and quality of life
are transformed through
imagination, ambition and an
understanding of the potential
of creativity
Ideas are brought to life by a
diverse, skilled and connected
leadership and workforce
Scotland is a distinctive
creative nation connected
to the world.
As well as our ambitions there are four
connecting themes that run through all
aspects of our work:
• Creative Learning
• Equalities and Diversity
• Digital
• Environment.

Monitoring our
performance
Under each of our five ambitions we have
identified priorities to inform our work over
a three year period. These priorities inform
our funding guidelines and decisions, as
well as our own development, advocacy and
influencing activity. Each year we publish
an Annual Plan which sets out how we will
achieve our ambitions and priorities for that
year and summarises our planned income and
expenditure.
In order to show the difference that we
make, we have elected to monitor a range of
measures which help us to understand our
own work and the health of the arts, screen
and creative industries in Scotland. Our
Annual Plans include a detailed performance
management framework comprising 24
performance indicators.
We are committed to reporting against this
framework each year, starting with this Annual
Review of performance for the year 1 April
2014 to 31 March 2015, which accompanies
our Annual Report, Accounts and UK National
Lottery Accounts for the same period. It
describes key activity undertaken against our
five ambitions, including how our funding
is being used, and sets out quantitative
and qualitative evidence against our Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs).
As 2014/15 was the first year of our 10-year
Plan, nearly half of the measures presented
here provide baseline data, although we
have sought to present historical data
where appropriate in order to identify
change from previous years. We will review
our performance indicators annually and
amend them if necessary as our operating
context changes and as we become more
sophisticated in our approach to gathering
qualitative as well as quantitative data.
We will expect to have achieved success
across all our ambitions and priorities over
the course of the 10-year Plan, subject to any
necessary adjustments should our overall
levels of funding vary over this period. We will
also report individually on the progress made
against the priorities identified in our Arts,
Screen and Creative Industries strategies.
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Progress against our
priorities for 2014/15
In our Annual Plan for 2014/15 we set out
our priority activity for the year. A key area
of our work has been changes to the way we
distribute funding, with the aim of simplifying
the process for individuals and organisations.
We have implemented a new funding
approach, comprising three main routes to
funding:
• Regular Funding for organisations for three
years
• Open Project Funding for individuals and
organisations to deliver project activity
including practice development
• A small number of Targeted programmes
aimed at delivering shared goals with
partners
In April 2014 we launched the application
process for Regular Funding, with a deadline
for applications in early July 2014. The
indicative three-year budget for Regular
Funding was £90m and we received 264
applications with a total funding request of
over £212m. In response to the large number
of high quality applications, we increased the
available budget for 2015/16 to £33.7m and
adjusted our three-year indicative budget
for 2015-18 to just under £100m. Following
detailed and robust assessment of the
applications, with a decision making process
involving senior staff with extensive art form,
specialism and sector knowledge, on 30
October 2014 we announced a portfolio of 119
Regularly Funded Organisations (RFOs).1
In October 2014 we opened applications to
our Open Project Fund, reflecting Creative
Scotland’s commitment to simplification and
clarity by replacing multiple funding routes.
The Open Project Fund is designed to provide
support for individuals and organisations
working in any creative sector across the arts,
screen and creative industries. Applicants
can apply for funding amounts of between
£1,000 and £100,000 (or up to £150,000 by
exception) for projects lasting up to two years.

1

The Arches ceased operation in June 2015 and the
RFO portfolio now comprises 118 organisations

In 2014/15 we undertook a significant amount
of strategic development activity. This included
consultation on our Film Strategy 2014-17
On Screen (published in October 2014) and
the development of a Literature Sector
Review, overseen by a steering group made
up of representatives from the literature and
publishing sector (published in July 2015).
Following the appointment of Clive Gillman
as Director of Creative Industries in the spring
of 2015, we have been developing a Creative
Industries Strategy, working collaboratively
with Scotland’s Creative Industries Partnership
(SCIP). The post of Director of Creative
Industries is jointly funded by the Scottish
Funding Council.
Work on the Visual Arts Sector Review
is underway. We have commissioned the
Scottish Contemporary Art Network (SCAN)
to undertake an initial mapping exercise of the
Visual Arts in Scotland which aims to reveal
the range and diversity of practice across
the country. In October 2015, organisations
and individuals working in the Visual Arts
in Scotland were invited to contribute their
views to this project to help build a picture of
strengths and opportunities for the future. We
anticipate that the final Sector Review report
will be delivered sometime in the first quarter
of 2016.
We began development of our International
Strategy following the referendum on
constitutional reform in September 2014
and the Scottish Government’s subsequent
development of their International Framework.
Our Arts Strategy is in development and will
be published in early 2016. It will focus on
key themes including: supporting individuals;
supporting organisations; creating and
sustaining a fertile environment for the
arts; and increasing the involvement and
engagement of the public.
The development of an artistic and creative
review framework is a priority for Creative
Scotland. We have been working with a group
of sector representatives to scope this work
and are now piloting a peer review process
with a small number of Regularly Funded
Organisations (RFOs) in order to better
understand how we review artistic and creative
quality. This work responds to a need for a
means to better understand and appraise
quality of all forms and the factors that
contribute to it. It will help Creative Scotland,
the sectors and stakeholders work towards
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adopting more of a common language around
artistic and creative quality to support a
culture of continuous improvement.
The Artistic and Creative Review Framework
will initially focus on Regularly Funded
Organisations. However, since they programme
and create work by, and with, individual artists
and other organisations, it may in time have a
wider reach.
In 2014/15 we began work to undertake an
ambitious review of equalities, diversity and
inclusion. The aim of the review is to initiate
a step change in how equalities, diversity and
inclusion are considered across the arts, screen
and creative industries in Scotland. The first
phase of this work is internally focussed and
will provide staff training and development
to strengthen Creative Scotland’s knowledge
and understanding in this area. There are three
main objectives for Phase One:
• To define what Creative Scotland’s
leadership role should be in developing and
supporting Scotland’s increasingly diverse
culture;
• To clearly articulate how equalities are
essential to the delivery of all five of our
ambitions;
• To establish procedures and develop staff
knowledge and skills to ensure a consistent
approach across all areas of our work.
We will complete Phase One of the Review
in 2015/16, with outputs to include a training
programme for all staff and guidance materials
and tools for funded organisations. The next
stage will be externally focussed and will
include research, workshops and dialogue with
artists, organisations and equality groups.
We are continuing to develop our staff to
ensure they can work and flourish within a
culture of trust, collaboration, partnership and
mutual respect. Our People Strategy focusses
on four key objectives:
• Improving Our Culture
• Organisation Structure
• People and Relationships
• HR Systems and Processes.

In 2014/15 we completed a refresh of our
structure to put in place effective team
structures, line management support and
clearer job descriptions. The refreshed
structure was communicated to all staff at the
end of April and has been in operation from
June 2015. We have delivered staff learning
and development programmes on a number
of themes including funding and assessment,
performance development review, internal
systems training, equalities, Gaelic awareness,
Health & Safety and professional development.
We continued to work to deliver our Gaelic
Language Plan commitments through 2014/15
including bilingual communications activity,
Gaelic awareness training for staff and specific
publications, events and initiatives to promote
Gaelic language and Gaelic arts. We also
provided significant funding support for many
organisations and projects that promote and
develop Gaelic in the context of the arts,
screen and creative industries.
Developed through 2014/15, Creative Scotland
published its first Scots Language Policy in
June 2015, underlining the organisation’s
commitment to supporting the language
through our own work and the work that
we fund. A key element of the policy was
the creation of the role of Scots Scriever, a
first for Scotland, which is a joint initiative
between Creative Scotland and the National
Library of Scotland. Hamish MacDonald was
appointed to this role to produce original
creative work in Scots, its variants and dialects,
across art forms, as well as raising awareness,
appreciation and use of Scots across the
country and with all parts of the population.
In April 2014 we published our Environmental
Policy setting out our commitment to
sustainable operations and working with
partners to encourage environmentally
sustainable behaviours among the individuals
and organisations that we support. In 2014/15
we provided strategic support for Creative
Carbon Scotland to enable work with cultural
organisations to reduce environmental impacts
and to raise the environmental agenda
more broadly. We introduced environmental
sustainability as one of our criteria in
assessing applications for regular funding and
continue to consider it as part of procurement
processes.
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Creative Scotland is committed to providing
a prompt, helpful and high quality service
and we strive to ensure our operations are
fair, open, accountable and effective. We have
recently published a Quality of Service guide
which in which summarises our policies for
ensuring high-quality service in our public
communications, including our approach to
enquiries, freedom of information requests
and complaints as well as our commitment to
equality, diversity and inclusion.
All planned strategic activity noted below
commenced as published in the Annual Plan
2014/15. Some large-scale projects continued
in 2015/16.

Figure 1: Progress to date against our priorities for 2014/15
Activity

Progress to date

Literature Sector Review

Published July 2015 – delivery ongoing

Launch new regular funding programme

Programme launched April 2014

Publish draft Film Strategy for consultation

Draft Strategy published for consultation July
2014
On Screen Film Strategy 2014-17 published
October 2014 – delivery ongoing

Visual Arts Sector Review

Delivery ongoing

Artistic and Creative Review Framework

Framework in pilot stage

Develop Quality Service Standard Framework

Published October 2015

Develop International Strategy

Consultation and development delayed
until after the referendum and publication
of Scottish Government’s International
Framework – delivery ongoing

Develop and deliver Environmental Policy

Published April 2014

Launch new Open Project Funding

Open Project Funding launched October 2014

Publish draft Creative Industries Strategy

Draft for consultation published October 2015,
following appointment of new Director of
Creative Industries in June 2015

Develop Equalities Review

Approach developed – Phase one, Internal
Review completed December 2015
Delivery ongoing

Develop Scots Language Policy

Published June 2015

Announce portfolio of RFOs for 2015-2018

Portfolio announced October 2014

Develop Arts Strategy

Development ongoing including completion
of arts sector reviews

Develop and deliver People Strategy

Strategy agreed June 2014 – delivery ongoing

Continue delivery of our Gaelic Language Plan Delivery ongoing
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Our income and
expenditure
Creative Scotland receives its funding from the
Scottish Government via two principal sources:
Grant in Aid funding and UK National Lottery
funding. We also receive restricted funds from
the Scottish Government – money which is
ring-fenced for specific activity such as the
Youth Music Initiative and Made in Scotland,
showcasing work at the Edinburgh Festivals –
and some funding from partner organisations
with whom we collaborate on specific projects.

• Our total expenditure in 2014/15 was
£86.74m.
• Of this £51.64m was drawn from Scottish
Government Grant in Aid and £35.1m from
National Lottery funds. In 2014/15 we
committed £79.46m to funding the arts,
screen and creative industries in Scotland.
• Our operating costs in 2014/15 were £7.27m,
or 8.4% of our total expenditure
In 2014/15 total funding was below the budget
published in our Annual Plan. This was largely
due to the deferral of £6.4m for Capital
projects and £1m ring-fenced for the National
Youth Arts funds. These deferrals were made
to better reflect the revised timings of these
projects.

Figure 2: Summary Expenditure 2014/15
Total (£m)

Budget (£m)*

UK National Lottery

35,093,546

39,135,003

Scottish Government Grant in Aid

51,642,066

53,291,302

Total expenditure

86,735,612

92,426,305

79,460,587

84,853,444

7,275,025

7,572,861

Total expenditure was allocated as follows:
Funding
Operating Costs
*

The difference between expenditure and budget
results from deferrals made to better reflect the
revised timings of a small number of projects.
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Performance against our Ambitions

1.

Excellence and
Experimentation
We support individuals and organisations across Scotland to develop and produce
high quality work, both through funding and by helping them to create time
and space to develop their practice. The first of our 10-year Ambitions is that
excellence and experimentation across the arts, screen and creative industries are
recognised and valued. As part of our Performance Management Framework we
currently measure our progress against the following outcome:

Outcome 1:
More diverse high quality artistic and creative work is produced and developed
across Scotland.

We’ve compiled a selection of short profiles from 2014/15
to highlight some of the key projects and activity delivered by
individuals and organisations. Visit our website to read more about:
• AC Projects/Alternative Currents – Counterflows and Tectonics
• GENERATION – 25 years of Scottish contemporary art
• Diversity of artists in the Glasgow 2014 Cultural Programme
• Scottish Album of the Year Awards
• Sunset Song
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Regular and
Annual Funding

two-year programme of artistic work and 47
Annual Clients to provide support services
and networks for the arts, screen and creative
industries. Together these organisations
received £31.25m of funding in 2014/15.

We are committed to providing long-term,
sustainable funding for as many organisations
as possible within the context of the overall
budgets available to us. In 2014/15, we
provided regular funding to 45 Foundation
Organisations on a three-year basis to
support core running costs, deliver their work
programmes, deepen their engagement with
the public and broaden their professional
networks. In addition we provided funding
to 37 Programme Organisations for up to a

Organisations in receipt of regular and
annual funding included festivals, multiart form venues, producing companies and
development organisations and received
funding in a range from £25k to £2.3m.
The organisations were based in 17 of
Scotland’s 32 local authority areas and were
active across a range of art form specialisms,
with 34 working across several art forms.
This group included the sector development
bodies who were funded as Annual Clients.

Figure 3: Organisations in receipt of regular and annual funding 2014/15
Number

GIA (£m)

Lottery (£m)

Total (£m)

Foundation Organisations

45

18,769,703

-

18,769,703

Programme Organisations

37

-

4,988,850

4,988,850

Annual Clients

47

7,489,638

-

7,489,638

129

26,259,341

4,988,850

31,248,191

Total Regular and Annual
Funding
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Figure 4: Art form specialism of organisations
in receipt of regular and annual funding 2014/15
Principal Art Form

Foundation
Organisations

Programme
Organisations

Annual Clients

Total

Craft

-

-

2

2

Dance

4

3

1

8

Film

2

-

1

3

Literature / Publishing

5

2

3

10

14

4

16

34

Music

2

9

13

24

Theatre

6

13

3

22

Visual Arts

12

6

8

26

45

37

47

129

Multi-Art form

Total

In 2014/15 the 82 Foundation Organisations
and Programme Organisations supported by
multi-year funding were in the final year of
their funding agreements and there was no
shift in their profile from 2013/14 to 2014/15.
We were, however, able to offer annual funding
to more Annual Clients (up to 47, from 44 in
2013/14).
In October 2014 we announced the portfolio
of Regularly Funded Organisations (RFOs)
which were to receive three-year funding
for the period April 2015 to March 2018. The
portfolio comprised 119 organisations, 20 of
which were new to regular or annual funding
of any kind and 57 of which moved from
shorter-term arrangements to three-year
funding.2
These changes increase the geographical
spread of regular funding, with RFOs based in
21 Local Authority areas and more than threequarters operating beyond their base location,
reaching audiences across the country. They
include a mix of organisational scale (from
organisations receiving between £150k and
£7m over the three years) as well as reflecting
Scotland’s social diversity. The organisations
work across craft, dance, film, literature, music,
theatre and visual art and include strong
representation for youth arts and Gaelic
language. A full list of the RFOs for 2015-18 is
available in our Annual Plan for 2015/16.

2 The Arches ceased operation in June 2015 and the
RFO portfolio now comprises 118 organisations

Transition and Open
Project Funding
In early 2014 we announced that we would
operate a new Open Project Fund from
October 2014, consolidating multiple funding
routes. From April to October 2014 Creative
Scotland operated 7 Transition project funding
programmes. They included: the Quality
Production programme, which enabled the
development of new work; Artists’ Bursaries to
support artists and other creative professionals
to develop their practice; and the International
programme to enable high quality work from
Scotland to be promoted and presented
effectively overseas.
We received 1,476 applications to these
funding programmes and we made 483
awards. This represents a success rate of 33%.
In total, during April-October 2014 our funding
programmes distributed £6.35m to 226
organisations and 257 individuals.
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Figure 5: Transition programme funding from April to October 2014
Awards

GIA (£m)

Lottery (£m)

Total (£)

Artists’ Bursaries

80

-

750,000

750,000

International

38

201,447

-

201,447

136

181,613

139,819

321,432

Public Art

18

-

579,029

579,029

Public Engagement

17

-

499,809

499,809

Quality Production

141

-

2,887,962

2,887,962

Touring, Festivals and Arts
Programming

53

-

1,106,411

1,106,411

483

383,060

5,963,030

6,346,090

Professional Development

Total transition programmes

In October 2014 we introduced Open Project
Funding which replaced most of the project
based funding programmes previously
operated by Creative Scotland. There are
no deadlines for Open Project Funding;
applications are reviewed on a weekly basis
and decisions provided within 8 weeks for
applications less than £15k and 12 weeks
for applications for more than £15k. Open
Project Funding supports a broad spectrum
of activity including: creative and professional
development; research and development;
production; small capital requirements;

touring and collaborations; festivals; arts
programming; and audience development.
Support is available for projects of different
scale for a period of award of up to 2 years.
Awards are in the range of £1k to £100k (or up
to £150k by exception).
We received 438 eligible applications to Open
Project Funding between October 2014 and
the end of March 2015, and from December
2014 we made 162 awards through this route.
This represents a success rate of 37%. In total
we distributed £3.32m to 54 individuals and
108 organisations.

Figure 6: Open Project Funding from October 2014 to end March 2015

Open Project Funding

Awards

GIA (£)

Lottery (£)

Total (£)

162

498,527

2,826,238

3,324,765

In total, between 1 April 2014 and end March
2015 our Transition and Open Project Funding
programmes received 1,914 applications and
made 645 awards. In total we distributed
£9.67m to 334 organisations and 311
individuals. Overall, this represents a success
rate of 34%. Awards were made to applicants
based in 31 of Scotland’s 32 Local Authority
areas and active across a range of art form
specialisms. Details of all individual funding
awards made during 2014/15 can be found on
our website.
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Figure 7: Principal Art Form specialism of organisations in receipt of Transition
and Open Project Funding programmes 2014/15
Principal Art Form

Awards through Awards through
Transition
Open Project
Programmes
Fund

Total Awards
made

Value of
Awards made
(£)

Craft

21

4

25

195,209

Dance

39

12

51

770,929

Design

3

1

4

92,984

Film

23

10

33

380,883

Literature / Publishing

45

20

65

880,718

149

59

208

3,726,077

98

30

128

1,648,197

Theatre

35

14

49

1,013,432

Visual Arts

70

12

82

962,426

483

162

645

9,670,856

Multi-Art form
Music
*

Total
*

A high number of awards involving theatre activity are also captured in the multi-art form category,
particularly those to multi-art form venues with theatre facilities.

While £9.67m represents the commitment
from Creative Scotland, the total predicted
turnover for the projects we funded through
these programmes was £29.79m. Applicants
drew on partnership funding from a range
of sources including Local Authorities, Trusts
and Foundations, the Private Sector, as well as
generating earned income.

Targeted Funding
In 2014/15 we delivered 42 Targeted funding
programmes focussed on delivering shared
strategic goals with partners. These included
a number of application-based targeted
funds such as the Film and Television Funding
Programme and the Youth Music Initiative. In
total we made 548 awards through Targeted
funding in 2014/15 and distributed £38.54m,
including £10.14m of funding as part of
ongoing Capital funding commitments. Of
this £38.54m, some £25.7m was ring-fenced
funding from the Scottish Government to
deliver programmes including the Youth Music
Initiative, Cashback for Creativity, National
Youth Arts Strategy and Festivals Edinburgh.
A full list of our Targeted funding routes is in
our Annual Plan for 2014/15.
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The Film and Television Funding Programme
provided support for emerging and established
film and television talent to create distinctive
and engaging work that promotes Scotland’s
creativity. In 2014/15 this fund focussed on:
• The development, production and
exploitation of feature films, feature
documentaries, animation and television
drama series
• Attendance at key markets and festivals
• Film and television talent development
initiatives.
In total 96 awards were made in 2014/15
through the Targeted Film and Television
Funding Programme with a total value of
over £4.52m. Through this fund we supported
productions including David Mackenzie’s
Starred Up, Terence Davies’ Sunset Song
and Robert Carlyle’s The Legend of Barney
Thomson. In 2014/15 we also worked to
develop our Production Growth Fund which
went live in October 2015 with an allocation
of £750k in 2015/16 and £1m in 2016/17
for qualifying productions in the form of a
non-recoupable grant. Its purpose is to help
grow the screen production sector, create
employment opportunities for Scottish-based

£48
2,714

crew, encourage the use of Scottish-based
production facilities companies, and deliver
a direct and significant economic benefit to
Scotland.
The Scottish Film Talent Network (SFTN) was
established with £250k from the Film and
Television Funding Programme and it was
matched by a further £200k from the British
Film Institute. This represents the biggest
single investment in new and emerging
filmmaking talent in Scotland in the past seven
years. To date, SFTN has commissioned 10
short films by new and emerging talent and is
supporting the development of more than 20
first feature films.
Overall, in 2014/15 we received 2,714
applications to our Transition, Open Project
and Targeted funding programmes and a total
of 1,193 funding awards were made through
these three routes, representing a success rate
of 44%. In total, 30% of awards were made to
individuals and 70% to organisations, to a total
value of £48.2m. In 2013/14 Creative Scotland
operated 19 separate open and managed
project funding programmes, distributing
£51.4m through 1,723 awards to organisations
and individuals.

million was awarded

applications were received

funding awards were made
30% to individuals
70% to organisations
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Outputs of
our funding
All organisations in receipt of regular or
annual funding from Creative Scotland are
required to complete an Annual Statistical
Survey in October of each year. This return
includes information about the organisations
and their work with artists as well as financial,
environmental, audience and equalities
information. Collectively the data generates
shared intelligence about the organisations we
support and enables us to advocate on behalf
of the arts, screen and creative industries.
Analysis of the Annual Statistical Surveys
received in October 2015 (reflecting activity for
the year 2014/15) shows that organisations in
receipt of regular and annual funding:
Delivered 63,400 performances, 595
exhibitions and 24,071 screenings3
Produced 368,983 publications (including over
1,000 electronic publications) and 11,589 films
or music products for download or streaming

In total these organisations reported that they
delivered 94,360 public events in 2014/15. This
represents a percentage increase of 10% from
the 85,924 events reported in 2013/14 and
reflects, in part, the number of organisations
involved in major national programmes in 2014,
primarily the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth
Games Cultural Programme and GENERATION:
25 Years of Contemporary Art in Scotland.
Recipients of Transition and Open Project
Funding are required to complete end-ofproject monitoring to report on the outcomes
of their funding. In total 351 returns have been
received against awards made in 2014/15
(54% of the total awards made), with much
activity still in progress, including almost all
of the awards made through Open Project
Funding (which allows applicants to apply for
activity of up to two years in duration). The
returns record 6,430 public events delivered by
funded organisations which is consistent with
the focus on creative development of many of
these funding streams.

Figure 8: Organisations in receipt of regular and annual funding:
number of public events delivered in 2014/15

94,360
total number of events

63,400 performances
595 exhibitions
24,071 screenings
6,294 other public events
3 Respondents to the Annual Statistical Survey have
the option of providing actual or estimated figures.
94% provided actual figures for performances, 98%
for exhibitions, 94% for screenings and 54% for other
public events.
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Glasgow 2014
Commonwealth
Games Cultural
Programme
The delivery of the Glasgow 2014 Cultural
Programme was underpinned by a partnership
between Creative Scotland, Glasgow Life and
the Glasgow 2014 Organising Committee,
as well as thousands of artists, cultural
organisations and communities across
Scotland. It was a £13.18m programme that
provided an opportunity for people, whether
visiting or resident, to join the celebrations
through a programme of new work by
world leading and emerging Scottish and
international artists and cultural organisations.
In the run-up to the Games, a total of £4.5m
was made available for individual artists,
community-led groups and arts organisations
to apply for awards which ranged from £20k
to £300k. The Programme included over 200
projects and 12,000 events, many of which
were of major national significance:
• GENERATION: 25 Years of Contemporary
Art in Scotland was a landmark series
of exhibitions tracing the remarkable
development of contemporary art in
Scotland over the last 25 years. It brought
work by over 100 artists to over 60 galleries,
exhibition spaces and venues across
Scotland throughout 2014. GENERATION
was a partnership between the National
Galleries of Scotland and Glasgow Life,
supported by Creative Scotland.
• Get Scotland Dancing (GSD) was created to
champion dance’s combination of cultural,
physical and social benefits. GSD began in
October 2010 in the build-up to the London
2012 Olympics, with Phase Two aligned
to the Glasgow 2014 Cultural Programme,
delivering 546 events and involving nearly
75,000 participants. The programme
involved a network of delivery partners,
including six regional Dance Hubs, three
dedicated Dance Development Officers,
and the curation of events under the Get
Scotland Dancing brand.

• Launched in January 2014, Big Big Sing
is a UK-wide initiative that aims to inspire
people to get singing and showcase the
health and wellbeing benefits it brings. It
was conceived by Glasgow UNESCO City of
Music in 2012 to set up community choirs
and encourage the people of Glasgow to
engage in singing. In 2014 Big Big Sing
delivered 173 events where almost 63,000
people across Scotland participated.
Over half a million people used a Big Big
Songbook resource produced as part of the
project.
The evaluation of the Glasgow 2014 Cultural
Programme, jointly commissioned by Creative
Scotland and Glasgow Life, was published in
June 2015. It found that:
• Audiences of more than 2.1 million actively
engaged with and enjoyed cultural activity
throughout Scotland, with more than 1.2
million seeing work in Glasgow
• More than 12,000 events took place,
including over 3,000 performances, 3,600
exhibition days and 5,600 learning and
outreach sessions
• 8,000 artists were supported to produce
and present work
• 600,000 people participated in
performances and events
• 1,600 new partnerships were created
and the majority of these were with
organisations outside of the arts and
culture sector.

2.1

million

total audience
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Glasgow 2014
Commonwealth
Games Cultural
Programme

12,343
total events

3,136

performances

3,600

exhibition days

5,607

taking part sessions

601,875
total participants

17% 65 and over
41% 45-64
19% 25-44
3% 16-24
20% under 16
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over

198

201
278

931

8,000

artists
involved

sports
organisations

community
organisations

=

1,600
new partnerships

education
organisations

cultural and
creative industry
sectors (+ others)

The Cultural Programme enhanced skills and
experience, creative capacity and ambition
across the cultural sector and led to new local,
national and international collaborations.
Staging the Cultural Programme was a huge
undertaking that harnessed the capacity of
over 10,000 arts and culture professionals as
well as almost 4,000 volunteers (more than
a third of whom were aged between 16 and
24). The Programme created new working
relationships, with over half of all projects
working with artists, producers and employees
that were new to them. A large majority of
projects reported that participation in the
Programme had also resulted in new, different
or more opportunities for them, and had
increased the profile of their work.

In addition to the evaluation of the impact
of the Programme, Creative Scotland and
Glasgow Life commissioned an evaluation
of the quality of the presented work which
piloted a model of peer review, producer
reflections and audience feedback. The
evaluation concluded that the events offered
a wide range of memorable experiences that
audiences responded to very positively and
that the cultural sector in Scotland greatly
enriched the ‘Games moment’ across Scotland.
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Figure 9: Summary of progress against performance indicators for Outcome 1
More diverse high quality artistic and creative work is produced and developed across
Scotland.
Three-year Indicator*

Measure

Source

Status

1.1 Increase in breadth of
organisations supported
through Creative
Scotland regular funding

The count of
Creative Scotland
organisations in receipt funding
of Creative Scotland
operations data
regular funding by type
of organisation, core
activity, primary art form
and geographic location

No change in numbers
of organisations (82)
receiving multi-year
funding in 2014/15

1.2 Increase in breadth
of individuals and
organisations supported
through Creative
Scotland Targeted and
Open Project Funding

The count of
Creative Scotland
organisations in receipt funding
of Creative Scotland
operations data
Targeted and Open
Project Funding and
value of funding by core
activity, primary art form
and geographic location

We made 1,193 awards
through our Transition,
Open Project and
Targeted funding
programmes with a total
value of £48,212,396.
This is a baseline
measure given changes
to funding routes in
2014/15.

1.3 Increase in number
of events supported
through Creative
Scotland funding

The count of
performances,
exhibitions, screenings
and publications
delivered through
Creative Scotland
funding

Creative Scotland
annual returns
and end of project
monitoring forms

Organisations in receipt
of regular and annual
funding reported that
they delivered 94,360
public events in 2014/15.
This represents a
percentage increase of
10% from the 85,924
events reported in
2013/14.

1.4 Number and quality
of commissions funded
through the Glasgow
2014 Commonwealth
Games Cultural
Programme

The count of new
commissions
(performances,
exhibitions, screening
and publications)
presented across
Scotland

Evaluation of the
Glasgow 2014
Commonwealth
Games Cultural
Programme

More than 12,000 events
took place, including over
3,000 performances,
3,600 exhibition days
and 5,600 learning and
outreach sessions.

* As 2014/15 was a baseline year, many increases against these indicators will only start to show in the 2015/16 Annual
Review. These indicators may be subject to change should our overall levels of funding vary over this period.
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Performance against our Ambitions

2.

Access and
Enjoyment
We are committed to increasing the quantity and quality of opportunities for
people of all ages to experience and learn from the arts, screen and creative
industries, wherever they are in Scotland. The second of our 10-year Ambitions
is that everyone can access and enjoy artistic and creative experiences. As part
of our Performance Management Framework we currently measure our progress
against the following outcome:

Outcome 2:
Increased public engagement through stronger touring networks, digital
distribution and exhibition platforms across Scotland.

We’ve compiled a selection of short profiles from 2014/15
to highlight some of the key projects and activity delivered by
individuals and organisations. Visit our website to read more about:
• Book Week Scotland
• Dance Hyperchoreography
• Disabled artists in the Glasgow 2014 Cultural Programme
• Dundee Rep Theatre – Blood Wedding
• Traditional music for young people in the Highlands
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Increasing cultural
engagement
As a Non-Departmental Public Body (NDPB)
Creative Scotland is required to align to the
Scottish Government’s National Performance
Framework (NPF). This framework is a series
of measures that collectively report on how
Scotland is performing and includes 50
national indicators.
Creative Scotland is a named partner for the
delivery of the national indicator for Cultural
Engagement. The key source for national level
data on cultural participation and attendance
is the Scottish Household Survey (SHS) which
asks the public about their cultural activity
in the previous 12 months.4 The 2014 SHS
survey found around nine in ten (90.8%)
adults engaged in culture in 2014, either
by attending or visiting a cultural event or
place or participating in a cultural activity in
the previous 12 months. The level of cultural
engagement has been maintained; although
a marginal decrease from 91% in the previous
year, this is within the margin of error for this
survey. Specifically:
• 80% attended a cultural event or place. The
most popular activity was watching films
at a cinema (56% of adults) and around a
third attended live music events (34%) and
theatre performances (33%). These figures
remain largely unchanged since 2013.

• 2014 saw a significant increase in
attendance at Street Arts (17%) and Cultural
Festival events (15%). Both have grown by
over 35% since 2012.
• 79% of adults participated in some form of
cultural activity. By far the most popular
form of cultural participation was reading
for pleasure (68%) followed by using a
computer or social media to produce
creative work (24%).
Analysis of the Annual Statistical Survey
returns received in October 2015 (reflecting
activity for the year 2014/15) shows that
organisations in receipt of regular and annual
funding reported:
• attendances at performances, exhibitions,
screenings and other public events of over
5.67 million5, rising to a potential audience
of over 12 million when the reach of public
sited work is included.
• The public participated more than 270,000
times, with participants defined as those
actively learning, being trained or taking
part in the activity.6
• Working with 4,689 volunteers, who on
average contributed over 45 hours of their
time in 2014/15.

nine in ten
adults engaged in culture in 2014

4 The Scottish Household Survey is a continuous
survey based on a sample of the general population
in private residences in Scotland. It is conducted on
behalf of the Scottish Government each year and
time series data is available from 2012
www.gov.scot/Publications/2015/08/3720/13.

5 Respondents to the Annual Statistical Survey have
the option of providing actual or estimated figures.
63% provided actual figures for attendances at
performances, 43% for exhibitions, 67% for screenings
and 39% for other public events.
6 Respondents to the Annual Statistical Survey have
the option of providing actual or estimated figures.
62% provided actual figures for participation at
performances, 66% for exhibitions, 71% for screenings
and 37% for other public events.
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5,673,617
attendances

2,749,581
1,910,389
822,060
191,587

performances
exhibitions
screenings
other public events

Figure 10: Organisations in receipt of regular and annual funding:
attendances and participation 2014/15
Attendances 2014/15

Participation 2014/15

Performances

2,749,581

184,492

Exhibitions

1,910,389

21,426

Screenings

822,060

2,220

191,587

65,333

5,673,617

273,471

Other Public Events
Total
Since 2013, Creative Scotland has placed a set
of questions in a national omnibus survey in
order to better understand public attitudes
to arts and creativity, motivations for taking
part in arts and culture and any barriers to
engagement that individuals face. The 2014
Survey7 found that:
• 61% of respondents undertook creative
activity at least once a week
• Three-quarters (73%) consider themselves
to be creative
• Two-thirds (67%) see arts and culture as an
important part of their life
• Over half (52%) would like to take part in
creative activities more often
While the Scottish Household Survey indicates
high levels of participation in a range of
cultural activities there is considerable
7 TNS Scottish Opinion Survey, Base: Scottish Adult
Population (n=993), fieldwork was carried out in
September 2014

variation within Scotland’s demographic
profile. Live music and cinema attendance are
most popular with younger people and decline
with age, while crafts is a more popular activity
for older age groups. Cultural engagement
remains lowest for those over 75, those with
long-term health conditions and people living
in more deprived areas, suggesting that
multifaceted barriers to engagement persist.
The SHS also reveals a direct link between
levels of education and likelihood to engage
in cultural activity.
Respondents to our omnibus survey questions
who would like to access more creative
activities cite a lack of time, home or family
commitments, cost and lack of opportunity as
barriers. Overall, a lack of enough time was the
most common barrier but health or disability
was a more common barrier for older people
(55+) and people in more disadvantaged social
groups, while cost was more of a barrier for
younger people (16-34) and people in more
disadvantaged social groups.
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Creative Scotland and the organisations we
fund maintain a strong focus on issues of
access and engagement. We recognise the
complex reasons for uneven engagement by
different groups and aim to address these
though a diverse range of programming and
outreach activities, including:

led to more event organisers programming
events for older people outside of the
festival and that quality of the productions
was perceived to be high.
• In 2011, Creative Scotland was awarded
£2.25m from the Scottish Government’s
Cashback for Communities Programme to
deliver a three-year programme of dance,
film and music activities for young people
in communities of need across Scotland. An
evaluation of the Cashback for Creativity
programme found that it engaged over
21,000 young people in positive activities
between 2011/12 and 2013/14. Phase 3 of
Cashback for Creativity began in 2014/15,
covering all art forms and making 17 awards
to the value of £973k through its strategic
fund, three awards through its Training and
Employability Fund (£248k) and 30 awards
through its Open Arts Fund, which
is managed by YouthLink Scotland.

• Between 2012 and early 2015 Creative
Scotland conceived and funded the
Promoting Equalities Programme
(PEP) in which seven different partner
organisations participated in action
research to understand and implement
the organisational changes needed to put
equalities, diversity and inclusion at the
heart of the creative agenda. A review of
the programme found that an equality focus
gave rise to a higher quality, more authentic,
more innovative and more creatively diverse
arts experience.
• In 2012, Creative Scotland was a founding
partner of Luminate – Scotland’s festival of
creative ageing – which takes place each
October and includes activities across the
country. Over 41,500 people attended
the festival in 2014 and a quarter of the
programme was targeted at people living
with dementia. Evaluation of the first three
years of the programme found that it had

Organisations in receipt of regular and annual
funding indicated that their activity in 2014/15
had a specific focus on engagement with a
range of groups. These organisations reported
that on average 36% of the programme was
focussed on children and young people, 26%
on a specific gender group and 26% on people
with health and wellbeing issues.

Figure 11: Organisations in receipt of
regular and annual funding: Activity
with a specific focus on social groups
2014/15
Social group

Average %

Black, Asian or minority ethnic

15

Disabled people

20

LGBTI

21

Gender group

26

Children and young people

36

Older people

14

Faith/Religion

6

Health/Wellbeing
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Creative learning
A commitment to education underpins all of
Creative Scotland’s objectives and our work
contributes to all four objectives within the
Curriculum for Excellence, helping to build
successful learners, confident individuals,
effective contributors and responsible citizens.
In addition to activity delivered through
Regular and Open Project Funding Creative
Scotland manages the Youth Music Initiative,
Cashback for Creativity and Time to Shine,
Scotland’s Youth Arts Strategy, and contributes
to our ambitions in relation to Access and
Enjoyment, and Place and Quality of Life.
The Scottish Household Survey asks adult
interviewees about the types of activities that
young people in their household regularly
take part in. Data is collected on a bi-annual
basis and is available for 2012 and 2014. In
2014 interviewees indicated that 26% of
young people in their households took part in
music or drama activities and 7% in other arts
activities. These figures are unchanged from
2012.

Analysis of returns to the Annual Statistical
Survey 2014/15 received in October 2015 show
that organisations in receipt of regular and
annual funding delivered 76,488 education
and outreach events, providing over 1.66
million opportunities for participation. Over 1
million of these opportunities were for children
aged between 0 and 4 years of age, mainly
accounted for by Bookbug sessions run by
the Scottish Book Trust in libraries across
Scotland. The profile of reported participation
is in line with current and historic patterns of
engagement across age groups in Scotland.
In 2013, together with Education Scotland and
other key education bodies in Scotland, we
launched Scotland’s first Creative Learning
Plan, which aims to put creativity at the heart
of learning in Scotland. An evaluation of
the first stage of the Plan was published in
April 2015, highlighting the new links being
established between the education sector
and creative practitioners and setting out
recommendations for further development,
including: widening representation in the
Steering Group; streamlining the Action Plan;
and further developing the leadership roles of
Education Scotland and Skills Development
Scotland in the delivery of the Plan.

Figure 12: Organisations in receipt of regular and annual funding:
participation in learning and outreach events 2014/15
Number of early years participants (0-4 years old)

1,169,389

Number of children (5 – 12 years old)

285,269

Number of children (13 – 17 years old)

58,720

Number of young people participants
(18 – 25 years old)

18,026

Adult learners (26+)

84,376

Other participants

45,000

Total

1,660,780
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In 2014 we began the first year of
implementation of Time To Shine, Scotland’s
National Youth Arts strategy. The strategy
followed in-depth research and consultation
and presents a 10-year vision covering all 0 to
25 year olds. In its first year the programme
has involved over 130 partner organisations
and created over 250 new jobs, half of which
are for under-25s, and involved over 1,300
young people in empowerment, decisionmaking and evaluation activity. Through
Time to Shine over 150 new volunteering
opportunities were created up to May 2015.
Creative Scotland administers the Scottish
Government’s Youth Music Initiative (YMI)
which provides access to high quality musicmaking opportunities for young people and
supports the development of the youth music
sector for the benefit of young people. An indepth evaluation of the Youth Music Initiative
estimated that in 2014/15 the programme:

The evaluation of YMI also found that the
programme has created over 1,000 jobs and
more than 1,000 trainee or volunteering
opportunities, with over 2,200 people
benefiting from training or Continuing
Professional Development.
In July 2014 new funding of £3m over three
years was announced for Phase Three of
Cashback for Creativity, distributed through
the Scottish Government’s Cashback for
Communities programme, which redistributes
the proceeds of crime to benefit young people.
This was an increase in funding of a third from
the previous funding period. The programme
offers a wide range of activities and training
opportunities for young people under 25
throughout Scotland and has now been
expanded to include all art forms including:
dance, film, music, visual art, drama and
literature, as well as digital media.

• Engaged over 150,000 young people in
school-based music-making and 76,000 in
out of school activity.
• Successfully engaged young people
experiencing socio-economic disadvantage
and young people with additional support
needs.
• Raised the profile of music and musicmaking, and empowered young people and
communities.

over

1,000

150,000

young people engaged in
school-based music-making

jobs created by the YMI programme
over

1,000

trainee and volunteering opportunites
over

76,000

in out-of-school activity

2,200

people benefitting from training
or continuous personal development
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Digital engagement
In line with wider societal trends, digital
communication and participation continue
to increase in Scotland. Research by Ofcom
identified increases in 2014 of non-traditional
viewing (for example, catch up services and
on-demand content) and over a third of all
listening in Scotland is now through a digital
platform. In 2014 people in Scotland spent an
average of 19.9 hours a week online, up from
16.5 hours in 2013.8
Analysis of responses to the Annual Statistical
Survey received in October 2015 (reflecting
activity for the year 2014/15) shows that over
20.34 million visits were made to the websites
of organisations in receipt of regular and
annual funding, by over 10.26 million unique
visitors.
In 2014/15 we made 154 awards through our
Transition, Open Project and Targeted funding
programmes with a focus on digital exhibition,
distribution or participation, to the value of
£4.33m. These awards were made across a
range of art forms and 14 of these awards were
made to applicants residing in the bottom 15%
most deprived areas in Scotland, with a value
of £368k.

In 2014/15 we partnered with The Space, a
UK digital platform to increase the potential
for commissions to Scottish based artists and
technologists and launched TTS.Digital, the
digital strand of Time to Shine, the National
Youth Arts Strategy, to create opportunities for
young people to explore creative technology
with arts organisations and technology
companies. We have also seen an increase
in the number of online works such as Fire
Exit’s City of the Blind – uniquely distributed
as a download – and every performance
of Untitled’s Slope streamed live from the
Citizens Theatre.
Through our Targeted Innovation fund, we
also supported a number of digitally focussed
projects, including the continuation of Alt-w
which supports artists to explore experimental
and interactive practice, making use of
technology as both platform and medium,
The Dare To Be Digital: Indie festival to
showcase the work of emerging games
companies and The Touring Network to
develop and market Tourbook as a digital
platform to support and connect promoters
and performers in the Highlands and Islands
and beyond.

Figure 13: Awards with a focus on digital activity
2014/15
Art Form

Awards Value of Awards
(£)

Dance

1

750

Design

3

35,874

Film/TV

11

402,952

Literature/Publishing

11

226,095

Multi-Artform

61

2,826,638

Music

52

694,066

2

42,037

13

101,831

154

4,330,243

Theatre
Visual Arts
Total

8 OFCOM (2015) Communications Market Report,
Scotland Summary, OFCOM stakeholders.ofcom.org.
uk/binaries/research/cmr/cmr15/2015_Scotland_
CMR.pdf
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Touring

• 68 awards through Open Project Funding
had a touring element, with these awards
totalling £1.97m

Analysis of the Annual Statistical Survey
returns from organisations in receipt of regular
and annual funding for the year 2014/15 shows
that they undertook touring activity in over
740 venues across Scotland and the wider UK,
compared to touring activity in 885 venues in
2013/14.

• eight awards were made through a Targeted
fund to support large-scale touring, to the
value of £326k
• £175k was awarded through the Targeted
Cross-Border Touring fund, a partnership
with UK Arts Councils to support touring
across UK nations.

In 2014/15 Creative Scotland made 150 awards
through a range of routes to help facilitate
touring, with a total award of £4.56m:

Awards were to organisations working across
Scotland and in a range of art forms. Three of
the awards were made to applicants residing
in the bottom 15% most deprived areas in
Scotland, with a value of £75,000.

• 20 awards to the value of £978k through the
Quality Production Transition programme
• 53 awards through the Touring, Festivals and
Arts Programming Transition programme, to
a total value of £1.1m

Figure 14: Awards to support touring 2014/15
Art Form

Awards

Value of Award
(£)

Dance

12

506,012

Design

1

40,110

Film

9

240,000

Literature/Publishing

9

229,987

Multi-Art form

61

1,862,017

Music

28

641,296

25

969,358

5

72,000

150

4,560,780

Theatre

*

Visual Arts
Total

* A high number of theatre-based awards are also captured in the multiart form category, particularly those to multi-art form venues with
theatre facilities.
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Gaelic, Scots and
Traditional Arts
Scotland’s Census in 2011 found that 1.1% of
the population (or 58,000 people) aged 3
and over in Scotland spoke Gaelic, a slight fall
from 1.2% (59,000) in 2001. Gaelic proficiency
is most prevalent in the Western Isles where
52% (14,000 people) of the population
speak Gaelic. Other areas with relatively high
numbers of Gaelic speakers include Highland
(12,039) Glasgow (5,891), Edinburgh (3,157),
and Argyll and Bute (3,451).
For the first time the 2011 Census included
questions about Scots language. Over 1.5

million people indicated that they can speak
Scots. Scots is most prevalent in the North
East of Scotland and the Northern Isles; 48%
of residents in Aberdeenshire, 45% of those in
Moray and 38% of those in Aberdeen reported
speaking Scots. Shetland and Orkney also have
high levels of Scots’ speakers – 49% and 41%
per cent respectively.
In 2014/15 we made 119 awards through our
Transition, Open Project and Targeted funding
programmes with a significant focus on
Gaelic, Scots and Traditional Arts, to the value
of £2.8m. We also ran two Targeted funds
specifically focussed on Gaelic and Scots and
Traditional Arts, to the value of £98.5k and
£35k respectively.

Figure 15: Awards with a focus on Gaelic, Scots
language and Traditional Arts 2014/15
Awards

Amount Awarded
(£)

Gaelic

36

1,255,136

Scots

20

374,359

Traditional Arts

63

1,168,655
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Figure 16: Summary of progress against performance indicators for Outcome 2
Increased public engagement through stronger touring networks, digital distribution and
exhibition platforms across Scotland.
Three-year Indicator* Measure

Source

Status

2.1. Contribute to
maintaining high
level of adult cultural
engagement across
the breadth of
Scotland through
our funded work
(National Indicator)

The % of adults
engaging in arts and
culture across Scotland
by type of cultural
activity and frequency
of participation

Scottish Household
Survey data for
2014 published
August 2015

90.8% of adults engaged
in culture in 2014, either
by attending or visiting
a cultural event or place
or participating in a
cultural activity, a marginal
decrease from 91% in 2013.
This is within the margin of
error for this survey

2.2 Contribute to
increasing children’s
cultural engagement
across the breadth
of Scotland through
our funded work

The % of children
engaging in arts and
culture across Scotland
by type of cultural
activity and frequency
of participation

Scottish Household
Survey data for
2014 published
August 2015

In 2014 the SHS found that
26% of young people took
part in music or drama
activities and 7% in other
arts activities. These figures
are unchanged from 2012

2.3 Increase in the
number of digital
opportunities
through Creative
Scotland funding

The count and value
of Creative Scotland
funded activities
with a focus on (a)
digital exhibition and
distribution and (b)
digital participation

Creative Scotland
funding operations
data broken down
by postcode, art
form and areas of
deprivation

In 2014/15 we made
154 awards with a focus
on digital exhibition,
distribution or
participation, to the value
of £4,330,243. This is a
baseline measure given
changes to funding routes
in 2014/15

2.4 Increase in the
amount of arts
touring across
Scotland

The count and value of
Creative Scotland
funded activities with
a focus on touring

Creative Scotland
funding operations
data broken down
by postcode, art
form and areas of
deprivation

In 2014/15 Creative
Scotland made 150 awards
through a range of routes
to help facilitate touring,
with a total award of
£4,560,780.
This is a baseline measure
given changes to funding
routes in 2014/15

* As 2014/15 was a baseline year, many increases against these indicators will only start to show in the 2015/16 Annual
Review. These indicators may be subject to change should our overall levels of funding vary over this period.
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Performance against our Ambitions

3.

Places and
quality of life

We work in partnership with local authorities and others to embed creativity
and culture in communities and ensure locally distinctive work is valued and
encouraged. The third of our 10-year Ambitions is that places and quality of life
are transformed through imagination, ambition and an understanding of the
potential of creativity. As part of our Performance Management Framework we
currently measure our progress against the following outcome:

Outcome 3:
Increase in artists and creative people working with communities and addressing
local needs.

We’ve compiled a selection of short profiles from 2014/15
to highlight some of the key projects and activity delivered by
individuals and organisations. Visit our website to read more about:
• Aberdeen Place Partnership
• Air falbh leis na h-eòin (Away with the Birds)
• Baltic Street Adventure Playground
• Dunoon Burgh Hall
• Glasgow Youth Arts Hub
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Geographical
funding profile
In 2014/15 recipients of regular and annual
funding were based in 17 of Scotland’s 32
Local Authority areas, although the majority
work extensively in areas beyond their home
base. In total 48 organisations operating public
venues reported 5.26 million visits to these
venues – but also delivered over 2,642 events
in other Local Authority areas. Across all
organisations in receipt of regular and annual
funding, organisations delivered 70% of their
activity in their Local Authority area, 22% in
other Scottish Local Authority areas, 4% in
the wider UK, and 4% internationally.
In 2014/15 Transition, Open Project and
Targeted funding programmes were awarded
to recipients in all 32 of Scotland’s local
authority areas. Awards are made by postcode
of applicant and it should be noted that the
base of the applicant does not necessarily
indicate where the project or work takes place.
We also made 139 awards to recipients outside
Scotland to facilitate international touring
and exchange, showcase Scottish artists
internationally and support organisations
with a UK-wide remit to deliver programmes
of work in Scotland. In total, we made 1,322
awards across all of our funding routes
(including to those receiving regular and
annual funding).
Across the Transition, Open Project and
Targeted funding programmes successful
applicants indicated a total of £153m
partnership funding (based on data provided
during the application stage). See Figure 18.
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Figure 17: Count and value of all Creative Scotland funding
awards by Local Authority area 2014/15
Local Authority Area

Applications

Awards

Amount Awarded
(£)

Aberdeen City

51

17

1,109,564

Aberdeenshire

52

18

1,374,850

Angus

26

10

464,387

Argyll and Bute

64

22

1,950,798

8

3

94,255

Dumfries and Galloway

61

19

1,291,297

Dundee City

83

32

8,712,029

East Ayrshire

24

2

190,888

East Dunbartonshire

36

12

531,385

East Lothian

45

20

588,351

East Renfrewshire

13

4

171,274

Edinburgh, City of

908

356

22,132,077

Eilean Siar

44

20

1,105,874

Falkirk

18

6

284,908

Fife

95

27

617,740

1,006

418

18,267,177

Highland

198

90

4,457,827

Inverclyde

22

13

308,424

Midlothian

29

10

222,286

Moray

32

14

536,379

North Ayrshire

14

8

1,217,087

North Lanarkshire

44

15

780,559

Orkney Islands

18

10

489,638

Perth and Kinross

52

15

3,293,892

Renfrewshire

23

4

319,937

Scottish Borders

76

21

663,060

Shetland Islands

19

5

352,128

South Ayrshire

16

7

1,537,865

South Lanarkshire

75

27

791,459

Stirling

57

18

1,402,390

West Dunbartonshire

26

9

445,909

West Lothian

32

12

625,941

139

58

1,598,160

3,406

1,322

77,929,795**

Clackmannanshire

Glasgow City

Other
Total

*

* This funding is to support activity that benefits audiences, artists and people in Scotland,
facilitating international touring exchange, showcasing Scottish artists internationally and
allowing organisations with a UK-wide remit to deliver work in Scotland.
** This figure does not include project expenses for Targeted funding programmes.
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Figure 18: Count and value of partnership funding secured through
Transition, Open Project and Targeted funding programmes by Local
Authority area 2014/15
Local Authority Area

Awards

Partnership
Funding: Revenue
(£)

Aberdeen City

14

982,737

-

982,737

Aberdeenshire

13

282,713

--

282,713

Angus

10

97,985

88,719

186,704

Argyll & Bute

20

362,816

3,358,461

3,721,277

3

287,246

-

287,246

Dumfries & Galloway

19

527,747

5,945,000

6,472,747

Dundee City

29

2,165,597

40,500,000

42,665,597

East Ayrshire

2

9,519

-

9,519

East Dunbartonshire

11

603,065

-

603,065

East Lothian

18

322,487

-

322,487

East Renfrewshire

4

24,586

-

24,586

Edinburgh, City of

314

17,736,625

-

17,736,625

16

651,954

-

651,954

6

178,333

-

178,333

25

603,621

-

603,621

375

22,369,817

20,572

22,390,389

Highland

80

9,093,611

422,000

9,515,611

Inverclyde

13

195,738

-

195,738

Midlothian

10

52,666

-

52,666

Moray

14

128,225

-

128,225

8

1,323,411

-

1,323,411

14

216,746

-

216,746

Orkney Islands

8

176,835

-

176,835

Perth & Kinross

13

541,394

12,900,000

13,441,394

Renfrewshire

4

54,240

-

54,240

Scottish Borders

21

744,422

-

744,422

Shetland Islands

4

225,122

-

225,122

South Ayrshire

7

278,152

1,516,000

1,794,152

South Lanarkshire

27

247,985

-

247,985

Stirling

16

561,707

-

561,707

West Dunbartonshire

9

1,151,810

-

1,151,810

West Lothian

11

290,228

-

290,228

55

25,832,968

-

25,832,968

1,193

88,322,108

64,750,752

153,072,860

Clackmannanshire

Eilean Siar
Falkirk
Fife
Glasgow City

North Ayrshire
North Lanarkshire

Other*
Total

Partnership Total Partnership
Funding:
Funding (£)
Capital (£)

* This funding is to support activity that benefits audiences, artists and people in Scotland,
facilitating international touring exchange, showcasing Scottish artists internationally and allowing
organisations with a UK-wide remit to deliver work in Scotland.
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Place Partnerships
Since 2011 Creative Scotland has worked
with Local Authorities to develop and deliver
Place Partnerships in their area. Our ambition
for the Place Partnership programme is to
build a more strategic engagement across
the geography of Scotland through an offer
of time-limited resource designed to address
local issues or to develop a specific strength. In
2014/15 there were eleven Place Partnerships
in progress: Aberdeen, Aberdeenshire, Argyll
and Bute, Dumfries and Galloway, Dundee,
Highland, Inverclyde, North Ayrshire, Perth and
Kinross, Scottish Borders, and South Ayrshire.
Creative Scotland’s overall funding of £2.2m
across these eleven partnerships is matched by
an estimated local investment of £2.7m in cash
and in-kind. Each Place Partnership has its
own distinct set of priorities which reflect the
cultural opportunities and needs in their area.
These are agreed through a process of local
consultation and described in delivery plans
which typically span three to four years. Each
plan is unique to its place but some themes
recur, including: raising the profile of cultural
resources as an integral strength in local social
and economic development; increasing levels
of engagement in culture in specific areas and
demographics; enabling arts organisations
to increase capacity and sustainability; and
growing and retaining creative talent and
creative entrepreneurship.
Creative Place Awards celebrate the hard work
and imagination that contributes to the rich
cultural life of Scotland’s smaller communities,
as well as their social and economic well-being.
They recognise achievements and ambitions
in using creative activities both for the benefit
of local communities, and to attract visitors.
20 applications from across 12 Local Authority
areas were received for the 2014 Creative Place
Awards. Shortlisted nominees were selected
for their track record in delivering a high
quality programme of work, the quality of their
plans to enhance their programme and for the
involvement of the wider community. Category
winners received funding of between £50k and
£150k to enable them to further enhance their
activity:

• Helmsdale, category winners for
communities with less than 2,500 residents
• Peebles, category winners for communities
with less than 10,000 residents
• Falkirk, category winners for communities
with less than with less than 100,000
residents

Cultural
infrastructure
Our ongoing programme of Capital investment
continues to support the development of arts
and cultural infrastructure across Scotland,
both through investment in physical arts
facilities and work to organisations developing
more sustainable business models. In 2014/15
our focus for awards included:
• Facilities for organisations and artists to
make and exhibit work, including The
Ayr Gaiety Centre for Theatre and the
Arts, Dunoon Burgh Hall Trust, and the
development of a centre for Children’s
Literature at Moat Brae House, Dumfries
• The development of infrastructure
across creative sectors, for example the
printmaking sector in Scotland through
investment in Glasgow Print Studios, and
the refurbishment of the historic cinema in
Campbeltown
• The development of V&A Dundee, an
international centre of design for Scotland,
celebrating Scotland’s importance in design:
past, present and future
• Residency facilities at Cove Park artists’
retreat which includes the complete rebuild
of the main centre building, the addition of
two new accommodation units and studios
to better serve the needs of artists, increase
their offer and develop their connection with
the local community.
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We continue to provide advice to potential
capital projects in communities across
Scotland and help identify opportunities for
the development or enhancement of cultural
infrastructure across Scotland. This includes
support to town centre redevelopment
through funding for key public facilities within
town centres. We continue to support Regional
Screen Scotland, which operates Screen
Machine, bringing cinema to remote and rural

communities with limited access to cinema,
and Film Hub Scotland, extending film choice,
increasing and broadening film audiences,
and enhancing opportunities for audiences to
engage with and learn about film.
In 2014/15, we made 12 awards supporting new
or enhanced cultural infrastructure through the
Place Partnership and Capital Targeted funding
programmes.

Figure 19: Count and value of Targeted awards for
Capital and Place Partnerships 2014/15
Local Authority Area

Awards

Amount Awarded
(£)

Angus

1

100,000

Argyll and Bute

3

897,865

Dumfries and Galloway

1

687,543

Dundee City

2

5,250,000

Edinburgh, City of

1

40,000

Glasgow City

1

20,572

Highland

1

259,000

Perth and Kinross

1

2,000,000

South Ayrshire

1

1,176,277

12

10,431,257

Total

Environment
We continue to support Creative Carbon
Scotland to support artists and arts
organisations in carbon measurement and
reduction and developing their contribution
to our Environment Connecting Theme
through promoting debate and behavioural
change, running projects connecting the
arts and sustainability and advocating for
environmental sustainability in the arts,
screen and creative industries. In Autumn
2014 we announced that all Regularly Funded
Organisations would be required to report on
their carbon emissions for the period from
1 April 2015 onwards.
In 2014/15 Creative Carbon Scotland provided
substantial support to the sector to support
environmental awareness, meeting over 100
cultural organisations to assist with more
efficient and effective recording and reduction

of emissions, and provided free access to a
number of tools for collecting environmental
data. In early 2015 they hosted 20 nationwide training workshops, attended by 65
organisations, addressing the collection of
data on travel, utilities and waste and the
development of environmental policies.
We have encouraged all regular and annually
funded organisations to report on their
carbon emissions for the year 2014/15 and 92
(almost 75%) were able to provide a partial or
substantial report on their carbon emissions.
Just over half of these 92 organisations
pay directly for their energy and recycling,
underlining the challenges of measuring the
environmental footprint of the sector. Over
60% of respondents were, however, able to
provide data for their levels of waste.
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Perceptions of
local creativity
and wellbeing
The Scottish Household Survey asks
respondents about satisfaction with their
local authority culture and sport and leisure
facilities. It found that: 52% of respondents
were very or fairly satisfied with their sports
and leisure facilities – down 1% from 2013; 46%
were very or fairly satisfied with local authority
museums and galleries (up 2%); and 47% were
very or fairly satisfied with local authority
theatres and concert halls (up 1% from 2013).
However, satisfaction levels are much higher
among those who indicate they have used
these facilities in the past year (at 87%, 92%
and 91% respectively) and consistent with
levels in previous years.
In the 2014 omnibus survey 89% of
respondents told us that they felt Scotland
is a creative nation, an increase of 1% on the
previous year. Less than two-thirds (64%),
however, were of the view that their local

89%

89% of respondents
felt Scotland is a
creative nation

area is a creative place, down 2% on 2013.
Local cultural opportunities nevertheless
continued to be highly valued by the public:
three-quarters of respondents (76%) agreed
that people in their local area would lose
something of value if the area lost its arts and
cultural activities, an increase of 2% on 2013.
We also ask respondents to our omnibus
survey questions about their perceptions of
the wellbeing benefits of engaging in cultural
activities:
• Relaxation was the most cited benefit of
creative activity (51%) followed by ‘feeling
good’ (44%), and improvements in health
(27%) and confidence (21%)
• More respondents felt creative activity
helped them to be more socially active than
in previous years of the survey: getting them
out of the house (43%); spending time with
friends and family (42%); and meeting new
people (39%)
• Other reported benefits included learning
something new (36%), broadening horizons
(29%) and allowing people to express
themselves (26%).

74%

74% agreed that people in their local
area would lose something of value if
the area lost its arts and cultural activities
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Figure 20: Summary of progress against performance indicators for Outcome 3
Increase in artists and creative people working with communities and addressing local needs.
Three-year Indicator* Measure

Source

Status

3.1 Broader
spread of Creative
Scotland funding by
geographic location

The count and value
Creative Scotland
of Creative Scotland
funding
funding awards including operations data
supporting new or
enhanced cultural
infrastructure

In 2014/15 recipients of
regular and annual funding
were based in 17 of Scotland’s
32 local authority areas. In
2014/15 Transition, Open
Project and Targeted funding
programmes were awarded to
recipients in all of Scotland’s
32 local authority areas. We
made 12 awards supporting
new or enhanced cultural
infrastructure through
the Place Partnership and
Capital Targeted funding
programmes. These are
baseline measures given
changes to funding routes
in 2014/15.

3.2 Increased amount
of partnership
funding leveraged
through Creative
Scotland funding
across Scotland

Value of partnership
Creative Scotland
funding secured through funding
Creative Scotland funding operations data
across Scotland broken
out by local authority
areas.

Across Transition, Open
Project and Targeted funding
programmes successful
applicants indicated a total of
£153,072,860 in partnership
funding. This is a baseline
measure given changes to
funding routes in 2014/15.

3.3 Increased % of
public perceptions
of national and local
creativity

% difference between
Creative Scotland
agreement that “Scotland omnibus
is a creative nation” and survey
% agreement that “my
local area is a creative
place”

In 2014, 64% of survey
respondents were of the
view that their local area is a
creative place, down 2% on
2013.

3.4 Increased %
public value of local
cultural offer

% agreeing that “people
in my local area would
lose something of value
if the area lost its arts
and cultural activities”

Creative Scotland 76% of survey respondents
omnibus
agreed that people in
survey
their local area would lose
something of value if the
area lost its arts and cultural
activities, an increase of 2%
on 2013.

* As 2014/15 was a baseline year, many increases against these indicators will only start to show in the 2015/16 Annual
Review. These indicators may be subject to change should our overall levels of funding vary over this period.
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Performance against our Ambitions

4.

Leadership
and Workforce
We work to support the development of sustainable business models in the arts,
screen and creative industries and strengthen the talent and skills needed to
develop sustainable careers through sectoral partnerships. The fourth of our
10-year Ambitions is that ideas are brought to life by a diverse, skilled and
connected leadership and workforce. As part of our Performance Management
Framework we currently measure our progress against the following outcome:

Outcome 4:
Leaders across the sectors are more confident, knowledgeable, connected and
developing more sustainable business models.

We’ve compiled a selection of short profiles from 2014/15
to highlight some of the key projects and activity delivered by
individuals and organisations. Visit our website to read more about:
• Creative Carbon Scotland and claimexpenses.com
• Get Scotland Dancing Development Officers
• The Producers’ Project
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The Scottish Government Growth Sector
Statistics for the Creative Industries (including
Digital) measure the economic footprint of
the Creative Industries. Following a period of
decline from 2008, in terms of employment,
business turnover and Gross Value Added
(GVA)9, the Creative Industries have seen a
steady increase in employment since 2010.
The latest available annual statistics show10:

Scottish Enterprise, Highlands and Islands
Enterprise, Scottish Funding Council, Skills
Development Scotland, VOCAL (the national
association for local authority culture and
leisure managers), Scottish Local Authorities
Economic Development group (SLAED),
Scottish Development International and
Business Gateway.

• The Creative Industries includes 13,825
registered enterprises. These are
predominately small enterprises; 57% are
sole traders and 87% have less than five
employees.

Workforce profile
Of the 82 organisations in receipt of regular
and annual funding in 2014/15, 61 actively take
a leadership role in their sector and 49 play a
key leadership role in their locality. Of these,
34 organisations were performing both roles.

• In 2014 the Creative Industries employed
71,800 people. This is a 4.7% increase on
2013 and a 12% increase since 2011.
• The Creative Industries GVA in 2013 was
£3.7bn. This is a significant increase since
2010 when GVA stood at £2.7bn.
Our support for the Creative Industries is being
developed with Scotland’s Creative Industries
Partnership (SCIP), which brings together
Scottish Government, Creative Scotland,

Analysis of the Annual Statistical Survey
returns from funded organisations for the year
2014/15 shows that organisations in receipt
of regular and annual funding employed
over 10,000 full-time-equivalent (FTE) staff
members, of whom high numbers were
employed part-time or on a freelance or
contractual basis (the equivalent of over 8,000
FTE positions).

Figure 21: Organisations in receipt of regular and annual
funding: workforce 2014/15
Full-time (FTE)
Permanent

Part-time (FTE) Number (FTE)

1,136

833

1,969

Contractual/Freelance

1,644

6,440

8,084

Total

2,780

7,273

10,053

10,053
people employed by organisations in
receipt of regular and annual funding
9 Gross Value Added or GVA is the common measure of
aggregate value generated for the economy
10 Statistics courtesy of the Scottish Government (2015)
Growth Sector Statistics Database
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In 2014/15 Creative Scotland made 136 awards
through the Professional Development
Transition programme to support leadership
training opportunities, professional
development and work placements. A further
31 awards were made through the Open
Project Fund. Between April and October 2014
we also ran an Artists’ Bursaries programme
which aimed to provide artists and other
creative professionals with the time and
resources needed to develop their practice.
We made 80 awards to artists and creative
practitioners to a value of £750k. Across these
three funding programmes we made a total
of 247 awards to the value of £1.73m. This
compares to 315 awards to the value of £2.14m
made through the Professional Development
funding programme in 2013/14.
Since 2013 Creative Scotland has supported a
programme of youth employment initiatives
with organisations working in the arts, screen
and creative industries. This includes support
for 31 Traineeships, 29 Modern Apprenticeships
and 169 3-month internships in partnership
with the Scottish Council of Voluntary

Organisations (SCVO). The internship
programme has allowed graduates of the
arts and creative industries to gain valuable
paid work experience in the industry and
63% of participants had positive employment
destinations, including 91 individuals who
were retained by the employer beyond the
internship or moved into other employment
at the end of the programme. All of these
opportunities have been paid positions at
minimum wage or above.
In returns to our Annual Statistical Survey,
organisations in receipt of regular and annual
funding reported that they organised 18,791
events supporting artists, artistic development
or professional training, attracting over 24,512
participants. In 2014/15 they commissioned
944 artists and creative practitioners to
create new work, delivered 711 residencies and
provided support-in-kind to a further 6,108
artists and creative practitioners.
Analysis of returns from the Annual Statistical
Survey also shows that these organisations
collectively employed more than 350 young
people through youth employment initiatives.

Figure 22: Organisations in receipt of regular
and annual funding: youth employment
initiatives 2014/15
Number (FTE)
Paid work placements
Unpaid work placements

46
200

Paid apprenticeships/traineeships

37

Unpaid apprenticeships/traineeships

26

Paid internships

27

Unpaid internships

16

Total
Investigation of these returns suggests that
the relatively high numbers of individuals
working with organisations on an unpaid work
placement are doing so as part of structured
work experience programmes with schools,
universities and colleges.
In 2014/15 we provided support for the
Scottish Film Talent Network (SFTN) in
partnership with the British Film Institute.
We also supported the 5-19 Film Education
Programme in partnership with Scottish
Film, the British Film Institute, Into Film and

352
Education Scotland. The 5-19 programme
aims to achieve a significant step change in
the level of provision, delivering a wide range
of activities to encourage watching, making
and critical understanding of film for 5-19 year
olds. We also support practical filmmaking
workshops in Scotland through the BFI Film
Academy initiative, which offers a real chance
for talented 16-19-year-olds to be part of our
future film industry.
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Diversity of Income

Organisations in receipt of regular and annual
funding drew on a range of additional income
sources in 2014/15. This included £3.3m in
donations, gifts and legacies and £6.6m
from Trusts and Foundations. Organisations
reported a total of £53.2m in earned income,
up from £38.4m in 2013/14.

Figure 23: Organisations in receipt of regular and annual funding:
additional income sources 2014/15
Income stream

2014/15
(£)

2013/14
(£)

Public: Local Authority

13,060,155

9,753,309

Public: Other

14,646,678

12,758,798

Public: Creative Scotland – other funding routes

11,320,207

9,233,983

Private: Donations, gifts and legacies

3,307,473

3,183,576

Trusts and Foundations

6,644,263

4,325,669

Other Funding

4,300,649

6,415,348

Earned Income

53,158,417

38,398,962

106,437,842

84,069,645

Total
We continued to fund a range of initiatives
which support market development across
the arts, screen and creative industries.
These include:
• Scotland Re:Designed, an international
platform for fashion, textiles and design,
providing exhibitions, workshops, showcases
and networking. Scotland Re:Designed is
working with international fashion industry
experts and buyers to select and support
emerging designers with several past
participants now developing international
careers.
• Meet Your Maker, Craft Scotland’s campaign
to connect craft makers at work with the
public, is a programme of events which
aims to showcase the skill, design and
quality of Scotland’s talented makers to new
audiences. Craft Scotland partnered with 15
different venues in 2014/15, Scotland-wide
to host Meet Your Maker events as part of
their own annual programmes.

• Own Art, is a partnership between Creative
Scotland, Arts Council England and Arts
Council Northern Ireland which is designed
to increase access to visual art and support
the visual arts economy by allowing
individuals to apply for an interest free
loan of between £100 and £2,000 for the
purchase of original works of art by living
artists. In 2014/15 the scheme enabled
643 loans to purchase original pieces of
art or craft with a total value of £546,566,
generating an estimated £328,000 of
income for artists.
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Figure 24: Summary of progress against
performance indicators for Outcome 4
Leaders across the sectors are more confident, knowledgeable, connected and developing more
sustainable business models.
Three-year Indicator* Measure

Source

Status

4.1 Increase
the breadth of
organisations taking
a leadership role in
their sector and/or
locality

The count of
organisations in receipt
of Creative Scotland
regular funding that
provide a leadership
role in their sector or
locality

Creative Scotland
funding operations
data including
funding
agreements

Of the 82 organisations in
receipt of regular and annual
funding in 2014/15, 61 take a
leadership role in their sector
and 49 play a key leadership
role in their locality. Of
these, 34 organisations
were performing both roles.
No change in number of
organisations (82) receiving
multi-year funding in
2014/15.

4.2 Increase in
the number of
professional
development
opportunities
through Creative
Scotland funding

The count and value
of leadership training
opportunities,
professional development,
work placements,
apprenticeships or
internships supported by
Creative Scotland funding

Creative Scotland
funding operations
data, annual
returns and end of
project monitoring

Across Transition, Open
Project and Targeted
funding programmes we
made a total of 247 awards
to the value of £1,732,475.
This measure is down on
comparative figures for
2013/14.

4.3 Increase in
youth employment
opportunities in
Creative Scotland
funded organisations

The count of young
people employed by
Creative Scotland funded
organisations through
youth employment
initiatives

Creative Scotland
funding operations
data and annual
returns

Organisations in receipt of
regular and annual funding
in 2014/15 show that they
collectively employed more
than 350 young people
through youth employment
initiatives. This is a baseline
measure given changes to
funding routes in 2014/15.

4.4 Broader range
of income streams
across the sector

The count, value and
type of income streams
of regularly funded
organisations, including
earned income and
voluntary giving

Creative Scotland
funding operations
data and annual
returns

Organisations in receipt of
regular and annual funding
drew on other income to
the value of £106,437,842
in 2014/15. This included
£3.3m in donations, gifts and
legacies, and £6.6m from
Trusts and Foundations.
Organisations reported a
total of £53.2m in earned
income. This is a baseline
measure given changes to
funding routes in 2014/15.

* As 2014/15 was a baseline year, many increases against these indicators will only start to show in the 2015/16 Annual
Review. These indicators may be subject to change should our overall levels of funding vary over this period.
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Performance against our Ambitions

5.

International
Creative Scotland operates in a broader national and international context,
working closely with our partners to provide leadership and advocacy for the
arts, screen and creative industries in Scotland. The fifth of our 10-year Ambitions
is ensuring that Scotland is a distinctive creative nation connected to the world.
As part of our Performance Management Framework we currently measure our
progress against the following outcome:

Outcome 5:
More of Scotland’s artists and creative people are engaging with international
artists and creative practice.

We’ve compiled a selection of short profiles from 2014/15
to highlight some of the key projects and activity delivered by
individuals and organisations. Visit our website to read more about:
• British Council partnership working
• Craft Scotland at SOFA
• Made in Scotland dance companies
• UZ Arts and Creative Europe
• Venice Architecture Bienalle
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In 2014/15 organisations in receipt of regular
and annual funding toured to 103 international
venues across Europe, the United States,
Canada, Trinidad and Tobago, India, China,
Taiwan, Australia and Brazil. In addition, our
funding programmes for 2014/5 supported
94 awards enabling international exchange
and creative development (38 through the
International Transition programme and 56
through Open Project Funding), with a total
award of £1.8m. Overall, we made 66 awards
which specifically supported the showcasing
of international work in Scotland, to the value
of £2.3m.

International
Engagement
Across art forms, individuals and organisations
demonstrate a high level of interest in working
internationally. 85% of applicants to our
Regular Funding portfolio indicated that
they were already engaging internationally.
In addition, individuals and organisations
can seek funding support through Open
Project Funding to develop relationships,
grow expertise, co-produce with international
partners and showcase work. Through
these routes and others such as the Made
in Scotland initiative, work produced here
is reaching new audiences, markets and
supporters.
In 2014/15 our development and advocacy
work continued to support international
showcasing including the Scotland + Venice
architectural biennale, South by South West
and the Berlin, Cannes and Toronto Film
Festivals. Creative Industries showcasing
activity included support for the Scotland
Re:Designed international platform for fashion,
textiles, accessories and interior design, and
the Spring Fling open studios event which
attracted over 13,000 attendees and brought
over £1.4m to the local economy in Dumfries
and Galloway.

Creative Scotland runs Scotland’s Screen
Commission which provides a free and
fully-confidential locations service. It works
on a national and international basis at
markets and festivals actively promoting
Scotland as a premier filming location with
highly experienced craft and technical crew,
facilities providers, and available funding and
incentives. It has been successful in helping to
bring large scale productions such as World
War Z, Skyfall, Under The Skin and Outlander
to Scotland in recent years.
Through the Markets and Festivals Attendance
strand of our Film and Television funding
programme we made 43 awards (to the
value of £134k) to support attendance
at international festivals and markets for
Scottish-based screenwriters, directors and
producers to meet potential partners, access
global markets and promote their completed
films. We also provided £100k through the
Market Leaders programme (run by Initialize
Films) to support producers who have projects
at a sufficiently advanced stage to attend key
film and television markets throughout the
year.
Where appropriate Creative Scotland fosters
institutional links to create frameworks from
which artist opportunity can grow. These
include:
• A strategic relationship with the British
Council on a focused partnership harnessing
the value of their global office network
• Partnering British Council and Festivals
Edinburgh to deliver the Momentum
programme which attracts around 100
international delegates to Edinburgh during
August to experience the largest cultural
celebration in the world and to build
relationships with artists living and making
work in Scotland
• Collaborating with the three other UK
arts councils to facilitate touring of
large-scale work across funding regions
so that audiences can enjoy nationally
acknowledged excellence.
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Creative Europe is the European Union’s new
programme to support the cultural, creative
and audio-visual sectors from 2014-2020. It
comprises two sub-programmes:
• Culture supports the creative, cultural and
heritage sectors, and;
• MEDIA promotes the development and
distribution of audio visual works, including
film, television, new media and video games
Creative Scotland is a partner of Creative
Europe Desk UK, led by the British Council
and BFI, which promotes awareness and
understanding of Creative Europe, providing
free advice and support for applicants
from the UK. This involves specialist staff in
both MEDIA and Culture sub-programmes
organising workshops, seminars and industry
events, as well as answering enquiries and
offering one-to-one discussions.
In 2014, Scotland’s audio-visual sector
benefitted from over £750k of direct
funding from Creative Europe’s MEDIA
sub-programme, and just over €700k of
indirect funding through participation in
partnership projects with European peers.
This funding includes awards to distributors
and cinemas to show European films and an
award of €356k to the production company
Red Kite Animation for Bradley and Bee,
a new children’s animation. Through the
Audience Development funding opportunity
Creative Scotland is also a partner in the
European Children’s Film Catalogue and the
development of the European Framework for
Film Education.

As part of the Government’s National
Performance Framework (NPF) Creative
Scotland is a named partner contributing to
for the delivery of the indicator to ‘improve
people’s perceptions, attitudes and awareness
of Scotland’s reputation’. This indicator is
measured by the Anholt-Gfk Roper Nation
Brands Index© (NBI), analysing people’s
attitudes and perceptions of countries’
reputations. Scotland’s overall score on the
NBI was 61.8 in 2014, slightly up from 60.1 in
2012. The score has increased slightly from the
baseline score of 60.2 (2008) and positions
Scotland 17th across 50 evaluated countries
around the world, very similar to other
Western nations of similar size.11
The Culture dimension of the NBI measures
three elements of a nation’s cultural
reputation: its cultural history and heritage;
its contemporary culture; and its sporting
excellence. Scotland is seen as an interesting
and exciting place for contemporary culture
and had an increase in score from 4.4 in 2012
to 4.5 in 2014.

In 2014/15, eight Scottish organisations
participated in Creative Europe’s Culture subprogramme. Shetland Amenity Trust lead the
€2m Cooperation Project Follow the Vikings,
working with 16 European partners, and the
Scottish Poetry Library is a partner in a new
€455k European Platform, Literary Europe
Live, which supports emerging writers. Overall,
in 2015 Scotland-based organisations were
involved in cultural, creative and heritage
projects that received a Europe-wide total of
just over €4m.

11 The Anholt-GfK Roper Nation Brands Index:
2014 Report for Scotland www.gov.scot/
Publications/2014/12/4339
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Figure 25: Summary of progress against
performance indicators for Outcome 5
More of Scotland’s artists and creative people are engaging with international artists
and creative practice.
Three-year Indicator*

Measure

Source

Status

5.1 Increase in the
quality and range
of international
engagement
opportunities through
Creative Scotland
funding

The count and value
Creative Scotland
of Creative Scotland
funding operations
funding awards with a data
focus on international
exchange and creative
development

Our funding
programmes for 2014/5
supported 94 awards
enabling international
exchange and creative
development, with a
total award of £1,793,511.
This is a baseline
measure given changes
to funding routes in
2014/15.

5.2 Increase in
the amount of
international touring
across Scotland
through Creative
Scotland funding

The count, value and
geographic spread
of individuals and
organisations in
receipt of Creative
Scotland funding to
showcase international
work in Scotland

Creative Scotland
funding operations
data including annual
returns

We made 66 awards
which supported
the showcasing of
international work in
Scotland, to the value
of £2,279,463. This is a
baseline measure given
changes to funding
routes in 2014/15.

5.3 Increase in the % of
positive international
perceptions of
Scotland’s culture
(National Indicator)

% of positive
perceptions of
Scotland’s nation
brand across six
areas of national
competence,
characteristics and
assets (including
culture)

The Anholt-GFK Roper
Nations Brand Index.
The Index is based on
yearly interviews with
approx. 1,000 adults
who are internet users
in each of the 20 panel
countries.

Scotland’s overall score
on the NBI was 61.8 in
2014, slightly up from
60.1 in 2012. The culture
score increased from
4.4 in 2012 to 4.5 in
2014.

* As 2014/15 was a baseline year, many increases against these indicators will only start to show in the 2015/16 Annual
Review. These indicators may be subject to change should our overall levels of funding vary over this period.
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Performance against our Ambitions

6.
Our service and how
we deliver our work
Creative Scotland is committed to providing an effective and efficient service to
those we are here to support and to effectively manage the public funds for which
we are responsible. As part of our Performance Management Framework we
currently measure our progress against the following outcome:

Our Service:
Creative Scotland is a more effective and accountable organisation.
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We continue to develop partnerships with
others to create the best conditions for
the arts, screen and creative industries to
thrive. This includes working with economic
development agencies, trusts and foundations,
Local Authorities and other public and
private sector organisations, to address
strategic needs in the arts, screen and creative
industries. Our strategic partnerships include
those with the BFI to support the Scottish Film
Talent Network, Local Authorities involved in
Place Partnerships, Creative Europe, Education
Scotland, the Baring Foundation and the Paul
Hamlyn Foundation.
In 2014/15 our strategic partnerships secured
over £5m of leveraged funding. This included
£3m through the Celebrate programme
created by the four Scottish lottery distributors
(Big Lottery Fund, Creative Scotland, Heritage
Lottery Fund and sportscotland) to offer
lottery funding support to communities
across Scotland as they celebrated the XX
Commonwealth Games. Celebrate made grants
from £500 to £10k to communities across
Scotland to hold arts, heritage, sports and
local community celebrations.
Projects funded through Celebrate included:
Scottish Youth Dance’s Message Unknown
where children in Glasgow created a physical
and audio message using dance, beatbox
and music to explore what being part of the
Commonwealth meant to them; Glasgay!
Sporting Heads, a photographic exhibition of
LGBT sportspeople; and Commonweath Youth
Circus by Bright Night International which saw
performances showcasing contemporary circus
skills across the country.
In 2014/15 we received and processed 438
applications to our Open Project Funding
programme. This fund operates two processing
times: eight working weeks for under £15k
applications and 12 working weeks for over
£15k. On average the turnaround times for
the assessment of applications, from the date
application received to notifying applicant of
our decision, were 36 and 52 working days
respectively. Overall, 92% of applications to the
Open Project Fund were processed within the
specified time frame.

In order to better understand the service we
provide to funding applicants we undertake
a survey twice a year of both successful
and unsuccessful applicants to our funding
routes. In March 2015 those expressing trust
in Creative Scotland stood at 75%, an increase
of 9% from March 2014, and there was an
increase in the proportion of stakeholders
who rated Creative Scotland’s support and
development of arts and culture highly. The
passion and commitment of the organisation
and our responsiveness continues to be rated
highly.
We ask a number of survey questions to gauge
stakeholder satisfaction with our services.
Between March 2014 and March 2015:
• The number of respondents satisfied with
communications with Creative Scotland rose
from 62% to 85%
• The number of respondents rating
responsiveness to enquiries and requests
as good, very good or excellent rose from
64% to 78%. For those who had used our
dedicated Enquiries service, satisfaction rose
from 61% to 82%.
• Overall, those rating the application process
as good, very good or excellent rose from
53% to 66%.
We conducted an additional stakeholder
survey in October 2014 to allow comparison
between the applicant experience of the
previous funding models and the new Open
Project Fund. In March 2015 more applicants
highly rated: the simplicity of the process
(62% from 50%); the guidance and information
provided (72% from 61%); the transparency
of the process (64% from 50%); and the
efficiency of our service (71% from 66%).
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Our website continues to be a key information
source for our stakeholders. In 2014/15 we
worked to further develop our new website,
which launched in March 2014. The site is
designed to be more user friendly and also
acts, alongside our social media channels, as
a platform for those we fund to promote their
work to a wider audience. Our stakeholder
survey asks respondents about various
functions of our website. Over 70% of
respondents rated all of aspects of the website
as good or excellent. In 2014/15 we received:
• 155,405 unique visitors to our homepage
www.creativescotland.com
• 620,724 unique visitors accessed pages
across the whole site, including our
Opportunities site which allows individuals
and organisations to advertise and respond
to sector opportunities
• 4,122,366 unique page views
(4,896,919 page views in total)
Throughout 2014 and 2015 we have
undertaken a review of our structure as part
of the development of an organisation-wide
People Strategy. A key outcome of this work
has been the allocation of clear internal
responsibilities for the different areas of our
remit – the arts, screen and creative industries
– as well as clear leadership on our work with
each specific art form or specialism. This
means that external audiences, partners and
stakeholders can be clear on whom within
Creative Scotland to contact and work with,
appropriate to their own area of practice.
Through focused learning and development
programmes and refreshing our staffing
structure we have ensured maximum use
of the skills and knowledge across the
organisation. This, together with increasing
skills and knowledge through our recruitment,
has ensured we have appropriately skilled and
experienced people to deliver specialist tasks.

In January and February 2015 we ran our first
full employee engagement survey for Creative
Scotland staff. The aim of the survey was to
hear staff views on organisational culture,
communication and management to help us
to develop the organisation and its support
structures, and ensure the successful delivery
of the organisation’s goals and strategic
objectives. The survey was designed by a
staff forum group with representatives from
across the organisation and we received a
high response rate of 90%. The employee
engagement survey found that on the whole,
employees at Creative Scotland are positive
about their job; the majority feel a sense of
satisfaction from the work they do and would
recommend Creative Scotland as a good place
to work. The survey identified four key areas
for the organisation to prioritise: how we are
led and managed; how we communicate; how
we learn and develop; and work/life balance.
Staff groups have been set up to address all of
these priorities.
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Figure 26: Summary of progress against
performance indicators for Our Service
Creative Scotland is a more effective and accountable organisation
Three-year Indicator*

Measure

Source

Status

6.1 Increased
% of surveyed funding Creative Scotland
stakeholder satisfaction applicants reporting
omnibus survey
positive interaction with
Creative Scotland

Between March 2014
and March 2015 the
number of respondents
satisfied with
communications with
Creative Scotland rose
from 62% to 85%. Those
rating the application
process as good, very
good or excellent rose
from 53% to 66%.

6.2 Minimum of 90%
funding applications
processed within
published timeframe

% of applications
processed within
agreed timeframe

Creative Scotland
operational funding
data

92% of applications to
the Open Project Fund
were processed within
the specified time
frame.

6.3 Increase in the value
of funding for the arts,
screen and creative
industries leveraged
through Creative
Scotland strategic
partnerships

Value of additional
funding opportunities
in the arts, screen and
creative industries
sectors established
as a result of Creative
Scotland partnerships

Creative Scotland
operational funding
data

In 2014/15 our strategic
partnerships secured
over £5.03m of
leveraged funding.
This is a baseline
measure given changes
to funding routes in
2014/15.

6.4 Increased
satisfaction and
resolution levels of
enquiries

% of satisfaction with
enquiries service

Creative Scotland
omnibus data

The number of
respondents rating
responsiveness to
enquiries and requests
as good, very good or
excellent rose from 64%
to 78%. For those who
had used our dedicated
Enquiries service,
satisfaction rose from
61% to 82%.

6.5 Increase staff
satisfaction

% of staff agreeing that Creative Survey Staff Our first staff survey
Creative Scotland is a
Survey
(2015) found that 61% of
good place to work
staff would recommend
Creative Scotland as a
good place to work.

* As 2014/15 was a baseline year, many increases against these indicators will only start to show in the 2015/16 Annual
Review. These indicators may be subject to change should our overall levels of funding vary over this period.
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